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Non-technical summary Research Question
Market discipline constitutes a form of self-regulation exercised by purchasers of financial services which is intended to punish the behavior of sellers that impose a cost on buyers for which the buyers have not been compensated. German savers are renowned for preferring safe, long-term investments, thus providing patient capital, whereby bank deposits play an important role. This study examines whether German depositors are really that patient, abstaining from any type of market discipline, and how the financial crisis might have changed this well-established habit.
Contribution
Using a unique data set for German banks provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank, this study takes up the issue of market discipline by German depositors and analyzes empirically whether and in what manner differences in bank governance structures affected depositors' behaviors both before and during the recent financial crisis. A new measure of market discipline is introduced which provides a deeper insight into depositors' behaviors.
Results
This paper does not confirm the supposed passiveness of German depositors, but rather reveals the existence of market discipline and, in this regard, signals a high degree of heterogeneity among German depositors. This heterogeneity acknowledges the impact of governance structure. Depositors of different banking groups differ with respect to the risk indicator that triggers sanctions, the type of sanction chosen and in terms of the impact of the financial crisis. The announcement of a state guarantee for bank deposits following the collapse of Lehman Brothers succeeded in calming depositors of all banking groups but did not remove market discipline entirely. Remaining disciplinary reactions by depositors of different banking groups increased in homogeneity but some differences can still be identified.
Introduction
The role of market discipline is receiving increasing attention from researchers and policymakers alike in the light of the recent financial crisis. Market discipline constitutes a form of self-regulation exercised by purchasers of financial services which is meant to punish the behavior of sellers that impose a cost on the buyers for which they have not been compensated (Berger, 1991) . In the case of depositors, this could mean their withdrawal of deposits, the shortening of formal and factual maturities or the demanding of higher interest rates. Whereas quite a few empirical investigations into the existence of market discipline exercised by depositors for the US and other countries have been undertaken (e.g., Berger and Turk-Ariss, 2015; Martinez Peria and Schmukler, 2001) , to our knowledge, there is no study for Germany that explicitly takes into account the specific features of the German financial system. The German financial system has a tradition of bank orientation characterized by stable relationships between depositors and their housebanks. A high popularity of bank deposits as a safe long-run investment for household wealth has placed German banks in a very comfortable position in terms of the availability of cheap and stable liquidity. Prior to 1998 when the European directive (94/19/EG: CELEX Nr. 394L0019; 97/9EG: CELEX Nor. 397L0009; 2009/14/EG: CELEX No. 309L0014) became German law, deposit insurance in Germany rested by and large on informal guarantees, even leaving a depositor without any formal and judicially enforceable claim in the event of a bank failure. However, bank runs in Germany have so far been largely missing. All this raises the question whether German depositors do not stand ready to punish their banks for bad behavior and, furthermore, whether the financial crisis has provoked a change in this respect. Evidence on this point is important because insofar as German savers have become more sensitive to signals about banks' financial health, credit institutions would be well-advised to respond by adjusting their strategies appropriately. Undertaking an empirical investigation into the existence of depositors' market discipline in Germany requires to take into account a key feature of the German banking system, namely the parallel existence of different bank governance models, which, in turn, are closely related to the existence of basically three pillars. Whereas in particular large banks belonging to the group of credit banks 1 are organized as stockholding companies, cooperative banks are owned by their members and hence by their depositors. Savings banks and Landesbanken have mixed obligations: on the one hand, they must operate under public law, giving priority to the economic well-being of the region in which they are based, and on the other hand, they are fully liable for their debt. Full liability is a direct consequence of the Brussels Concordance of 2002 which restricts public ownership in these banks to the binding of their objectives to public interests.
The fact that ownership structures have a significant impact on a firm's governance model has been confirmed by a large body of literature, 2 with a firm's objectives as well as its strategies receiving most attention. In addition, in Germany each governance model has created its own way of protecting depositors. Hence, it should be expected that any finding of market discipline, as well as its type and extent, will depend largely on the governance model of the chosen housebanks.
In our paper, we take up the issue of market discipline by German depositors and examine whether and in what manner differences in bank governance structures affected depositors' behavior both before and during the recent financial crisis. The following research questions are addressed: First, do private households respond to increased bank risk-taking by investing a smaller proportion of their savings in bank deposits? Second, how did the structure of bank deposits behave over time prior to the financial crisis, during the financial crisis and in its aftermath? Third, do private households demand higher interest rates from riskier banks? Fourth, can any differences be observed between (large) private banks, savings banks, and cooperative banks? In order to answer these questions, an empirical analysis will be conducted applying panel regression techniques to analyze empirically the German banking system using a unique data set provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank combining MFI interest rate statistics, balance sheet statistics, and the supervisory database.
Our paper aims to contribute to the literature on market discipline by depositors and on the relationship between banks' risk-taking behavior and governance structures. By and large, existing literature concentrates on the role of deposit insurance for market discipline while broadly ignoring the impact of governance models. On the other hand, papers dealing with the impact of governance on risk-taking largely disregard market discipline by depositors. 3 The innovative component of our paper relates to examining the interaction between market discipline, regulation, and bank governance conducting an empirical analysis of the German banking sector.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a literature review distinguishing between theoretical and empirical research. Section 3 presents the major characteristics of the German banking system relating to depositors' safety and Section 4 describes the applied data set. Section 5 is dedicated to the presentation of the empirical analysis. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Literature Review Theoretical Research
Following Rochet (2008) , Flannery (2001) , and Kwast, Covitz, Hancock, Houpt, Adkins, Barger, Bouchard, Connolly, Brady, English, Evanoff, and Wall (1999) , the value of market discipline exercised by banks' creditors results from its disciplining management decisions in favor of the choice of lower risk projects (direct effects) and from providing new information to financial supervisors (indirect effects). In the first case, market discipline constitutes a substitute for financial supervision and thus reduces the need for government intervention. In the case mentioned last, it helps to improve financial supervision. At all events, high capabilities of correctly evaluating a bank's overall condition together with sufficient incentives to monitor the bank on the part of creditors is needed. Both conditions appear to be critical in the case of depositors for the following reasons: First, contrary to a standard debt contract in which the creditor only receives a promise to be fully reimbursed, the bank typically guarantees its depositors the safety of their investments. Second, the depositor has the right to terminate the contract prematurely at low cost. These two components of a "standard deposit contract" satisfy a depositor's high degree of aversion against illiquidity and loss. However, in light of financial market incompleteness, the existence of an absolutely safe asset can be ruled out, nor is there any guarantee that the bank can always meet its depositors' demand for liquidity. Rather, in a standard deposit contract all risks are shifted to the bank, leaving bank managers with the task of "producing" the required liquidity and providing safety as well. In theory, the provision of a safe deposit has been shown to be possible if the bank chooses a portfolio for its assets which consists of a high number of independent credit risks (Williamson, 1986; Diamond, 1984) .
In practice, this has proved to be rather difficult, irrespective of the advanced screening and monitoring technologies available to banks. Otherwise, we would never have witnessed banking crises as regular, and not just exceptional, events. In conclusion, we may say that a deposit, too, is nothing more than a promise on a future uncertain return, meaning that a risk-averse depositor should have an interest in exercising market discipline (Martinez Peria and Schmukler, 2001) . On the other hand, the introduction of deposit insurance schemes in many countries is based on the motivation to assign the protection of the (small) depositor the property of a public good (Dewatripont and Tirole, 1994) . By separating the safety of deposits from banks' risk management strategies, depositors were seemingly relieved of any obligation to monitor and punish their bank for bad behavior. Theoretical models expressed a warning to regulators though. Given banks' limited liability and given that deposit insurance premia are only imperfectly risk-adjusted, bank managers might have an incentive to take excessive risks (Keeley, 1990; Kim and Santomero, 1988) . To the extent that risk-shifting is practiced on a large scale in the banking sector, this can expose the existing deposit insurance scheme to serious trouble. All this implies that the degree to which depositors believe in the reliability of the prevailing deposit insurance scheme will have an impact on their readiness to punish banks for excessively risky behaviors. Belief in the reliability of the deposit insurance scheme might not be the only variable determining the extent to which depositors sanction their banks for bad behavior. In addition, bank governance structures might play a role for the following reasons: First, the ruling governance principles have an impact on a bank's risk-taking behavior. Second, depositors might even be given a right to affect the choice of strategies themselves, and third, a bank might be embedded in a comprehensive risk-sharing network, adding to the safety of prevailing deposit insurance schemes. Corporate governance represents the institutional framework which regulates who should be given priority in deciding on a firm's broad policies, ranging from goals, strategies to the supervision of performance (Macey and O'Hara, 2003; Turnbull, 1997) . In the academic literature, stockholding companies are at the center of research with a focus on the Anglo-Saxon model according to which of the rules of corporate governance should be directed exclusively at maximizing the shareholder value. This explains why governance and ownership structures are frequently used as synonyms (Laeven and Levine, 2009) . Shareholder value maximization is usually justified by the fact that owners dedicate a part or all of their wealth to the firms and, by way of compensation, receive a residual income, the size of which is subject to uncertainty (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997) . However, this does not necessarily imply that shareholders are interested in low-risk strategies. Rather, given that firm owners have limited liability for occurring losses and if the firm's creditors suffer from asymmetric information, then the maximization of shareholder value may involve excessive risk-taking, thus harming the firm's creditors. On the other hand, the separation of ownership and control under asymmetric information may set the incumbent risk-averse management incentives to favor low-risk projects. Hence, the relative power of owners compared to managers will determine whose interests are ultimately satisfied (Jensen and Meckling, 1976) . In this respect, the degree of ownership concentration gains relevance. Research on corporate governance has a dominant focus on manufacturing firms organized as stockholding companies. A bank differs from a manufacturing firm particularly in terms of its capital structure, its capability to produce liquidity, and in the existence of deposit insurance schemes (Macey and O'Hara, 2003) . A bank typically has a low level of equity capital and hence relies more heavily on debt than non-financial firms. This aggravates possible conflicts between bank owners and creditors, with depositors representing a major group. Bank owners might therefore have stronger incentives to take excessive risks as compared to owners of manufacturing firms. Compared to the theoretical literature on stockholding companies, publications on other governance structures are rather few. In the market for banking services, banks organized as shareholding companies play an important but not exclusive role. Of further importance are cooperative structures (credit unions and mutuals in the US, mutual building societies in the UK, Genossenschaftsbanken in Germany) as well as banks in public ownership. As an important difference to shareholding companies, the owners of credit unions and mutuals belong to the group of depositors, thus removing conflicts between debtholders and owners. Since each member is given one vote in the general assembly, ownership is widely dispersed. By consequence, the separation between ownership and control might even be more pronounced than in shareholding companies (Rasmusen, 1988) . This leaves open the crucial question whether the incumbent management is less risk-averse than the ones in shareholding companies. Typically, managers of credit unions receive a fixed salary and therefore cannot benefit from higher profits, hence they should have an interest in low-risk strategies (Valnek, 1999) . We may therefore conclude that cooperative banks should have a preference for strategies which are less risky compared to stockholding banks. Research on public versus private ownership is centered on efficiency and profitability and in this respect does not have a particular focus on banks (Shirley and Walsh, 2001) . A common conclusion here is that a lack of corporate control through capital markets aggravates conflicts of interest between the maximization of social welfare and the maximization of politicians' private utility function thus leading to inefficiencies and lower profitability than in privately owned firms.
Empirical Research
Empirical investigations into the behavior of US depositors revealed market discipline for uninsured deposits (Hosono, 2004; Calomiris and Wilson, 1998; Ellis and Flannery, 1992; Hannan and Hanweck, 1988; Baer and Brewer, 1986; Goldberg and Hudgins, 1996) as well as for insured deposits (Maechler and McDill, 2006; Park and Peristiani, 1998; Cook and Spellman, 1994; Baer and Brewer, 1986) . As is shown in Crabbe and Post (1994) , the intensity of punishments turns out to be less severe if deposits are insured. Sanctioning mechanisms encompassed higher interest rates, deposit withdrawals, restructurings towards insured deposits as well as difficulties faced by distressed banks to attract new uninsured deposits. In a comparison between the US, EU and Switzerland, Berger and Turk-Ariss (2015) examine market discipline exercised by uninsured as well as insured depositors. Their findings indicate higher market discipline in the US than in Europe, both prior to the financial crisis and in the aftermath. Their analysis also reveals that government interventions during the financial crisis had a dampening impact on depositors' reactions to higher bank risk. A weakening effect of government intervention measures in support of the safety of deposits on market discipline is also found by Demirgüç-Kunt, Karacaovali, and Laeven (2005) , and Balasubramnian and Cyree (2011) . Market discipline for deposits, irrespective of their insurance, is confirmed for Latin American countries like Argentina, Chile, and Mexico, where depositors reacted by both deposit withdrawals and the demanding of higher interest rates to higher bank risk (Martinez Peria and Schmukler, 2001) . Murata and Hori (2006) focus on Japanese cooperative banks and find market discipline in particular in anticipation of regulatory changes towards a lower degree of deposit protection.
Whereas the literature on market discipline takes the perspective of depositors, empirical research on bank governance structures focuses on banks' risk-taking behaviors. Empirical studies for US banks organized as stockholding companies reveal that stockholder-controlled banks, and thus institutions with a low degree of separation between ownership and management, are more inclined to take higher risks than managerially controlled banks. They confirm that the concentration of ownership matters for a bank's risk-taking (Saunders, Strock, and Travlos, 1990) . This evidence is supported in an international comparison (Laeven and Levine, 2009 ) which reveals that stricter capital regulations only dampen the risk-taking of a stockholding bank if ownership is widely dispersed and that deposit insurance schemes increase bank risk only in institutions with concentrated ownership. These empirical results are confirmed by Koehn and Santomero (1980), Buser, Chen, and Kane (1981) , and Haw, Ho, Hu, and Wu (2010) . Sullivan and Spong (2007) find that bank risk is higher if managers participate in the development of the bank's net worth which they operate. Barry, Lepetit, and Tarazi (2011) find that in Europe the type of owners who have the say in a stockholding bank matters. In particular, a higher equity stake of individuals, families or even banking institutions is correlated with lower bank risk compared to institutions with financial investors and non-financial corporations as principal owners.
Empirical studies on the risk-taking behavior of credit unions and mutuals confirm that they engage in lower risk-taking behavior than stockholding companies (Esty, 1997; Cordell, MacDonald, and Wohar, 1993; Lamm-Tennant and Starks, 1993; Saunders et al., 1990; Verbrugge and Goldstein, 1981) . Karels and McClatchey (1998) even find that the introduction of deposit insurance for US credit unions did not lead to higher risk taking but, on the contrary, increased their capitalization. Valnek (1999) finds that UK mutual building societies outperformed stock retail banks in the period 1983-1993 and were less affected by the negative outcomes of higher risk.
For public banks in Europe, Iannotta, Nocera, and Sironi (2007) find a lower loan quality and higher insolvency risk than for mutuals and private banks. In an empirical investigation into the significance of ownership in the Indian banking industry, Sarkar, Sarkar, and Bhaumik (1998) confirm the proposition that in the absence of well-functioning capital markets differences between public and private ownership of banks concerning both their performance and risk vanish. There also exists a study on the German banking system, though with an exclusive focus on profitability (Altunbas, Evans, and Molyneux, 2001) . In particular, empirical studies examining market discipline exercised by German depositors across the variety of German bank governance structures are missing. In our paper we want to fill this gap, and in doing so we first provide an introduction into the specifities of the German banking system.
Bank Governance Models in Germany
Excessive risk-taking by banks is to a large degree associated with the possibility of externalizing realized losses to third parties. The degree to which this occurs very much depends on the existence of disciplinary forces. In this respect, the Anglo-Saxon countries share a tradition of placing a great deal of emphasis on the disciplinary role of competitive markets. This also explains their preference for shareholding companies, which find themselves continuously re-evaluated by a functioning market of corporate control. This explains why in the US, for example, credit unions and savings banks organized as mutuals have remained small in terms of their market shares. Indeed, cooperative banks are excluded from being able to raise their capital by issuing shares, and typically they are barred from access to ample liquidity at decent interest rates. Hence, the only way for cooperative banks to grow would be to give them permission to cooperate with other banks, thus forming strategic networks. This, however, conflicts with the Anglo-Saxon market paradigm.
Germany has followed a different path by attaching much greater importance to cooperative solutions aimed at avoiding excessive risk-taking by individual institutions or at internalizing possible detrimental effects for depositors. The German banking sector is composed of three banking groups which not only differ in terms of their ownership structures but also in their internal organization and -not unrelated to this -in their deposit insurance schemes. Commercial banks are privately owned and in particular in the case of large banks, operate as stockholding companies. The sector of commercial banks is quite heterogeneous regarding the size as well as the range of business of individual institutions. The class of large banks (Großbanken) experienced mergers in the aftermath of the financial crisis as well as nationalization and is now represented by the Deutsche Bank, the Commerzbank (partly in public ownership), the Deutsche Postbank 4 and the UniCredit Bank. Further classes of commercial banks are regional banks (under private law) and branches of foreign banks. The German savings banks see themselves as independent institutions subject to public law. Prior to the Brussels Concordance (2002), they were owned by public municipalities (cities, districts, federal states) which were also fully liable for their savings banks' liabilities. Working under public law now implies that savings banks have to gear their objectives and strategies to promoting the economic welfare of the region in which they are based. By contrast, the owners of cooperative banks belong to the group of depositors. The objective pursued by cooperative banks is not primarily the maximization of expected profits but the promotion of their members' well-being. The market shares of both savings banks and cooperative banks are significantly higher than in the US. Each banking group has its own umbrella association and the public representation of group interests is a function that is common to all three banking groups. 5 Furthermore, all three banking groups locate their deposit insurance schemes at the level of their umbrella associations. Beyond that, the umbrella associations of both savings banks and cooperative banks assume further tasks which include the provision of management training programmes.
The fact that savings banks and cooperative banks have a significantly larger market share than their US counterparts can be explained by their internal organization. In contrast to commercial banks, both savings banks and cooperative banks are embedded in their own financial association networks. These networks support individual member banks in enhancing their supply of financial services beyond what their often small size and regional constraints would allow. They also act as clearing houses, and, by coordinating liquidity surpluses and shortages among members, assume the role of an internal capital market. Furthermore, and importantly, the network acts as lender of last resort and, in doing so, protects individual members from illiquidity and insolvency (Joint Liability Scheme). In order to minimize moral hazard, each financial network has its own auditing associations. Notably, competition between the members of either financial network is ruled out (DSGV, 2012; Theurl and Kring, 2002) .
Savings banks are organized in the "Savings Banks Finance Group". The members of this group cooperate in national and international market activities. Further members are the Landesbanken, which are owned by the federal states as well as by the savings banks themselves. They combine central bank functions with commercial bank activities and are the main lenders to the states in which they are located. The Joint Liability Scheme is based on funds provided by the network itself and provides extensive monitoring mechanisms. These monitoring mechanisms have the primary purpose of preventing savings banks from getting into trouble. To achieve this aim, quantitative indicators as well as qualitative analyzes are applied on a regular basis. Upon detecting first signs of economic problems at a savings bank, the regional funds can use their information and intervention rights accordingly. Moreover, as the contributions to the Joint Liability Scheme depend on the riskiness of bank assets, savings banks should not favor high risk strategies (DSGV, 2012, p. 20) . Close similarities to the financial networks of cooperative banks exist, except that the central bank functions for cooperative banks are concentrated in two "centrals" only. 6 A further special feature of the German banking system is its deposit insurance system. Up to 1998, the safety of deposits was considered to be a matter of self-regulation by the banking sector itself. Whereas the financial networks of savings and cooperative banks guarantee the safety of deposits by granting institutional protection, which is a consequence of the Joint Liability Scheme, commercial banks established their own deposit insurance fund after the failure of a private bank in 1974. The deposit protection scheme is located at the umbrella association of the commercial banks, so membership of the banking association is a necessary precondition for access to the scheme. Furthermore, commercial banks are required to meet specific criteria in order to gain access to the deposit protection funds, including liable capital which complies the regulations of the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority and a rating which is at least BBB + . The deposit protection funds are generated by one-shot as well as annual contributions made by member banks depending on their riskiness. There is also an auditing association which has special access rights to information as well as the right to impose conditions on a bank that has been downgraded or may even have run into difficulties. The private deposit insurance fund guarantees a bank's deposits up to 30% of the bank's liable capital until December 2014. From then on this ratio will decline to 8.75% in 2025 (Bundesverband deutscher Banken (BDB), 2012). Notably, these self-help guarantee funds did not endow depositors with a legally enforceable claim. Initiated by a European directive (94/19/EG: CELEX Nr. 394L0019; 97/9EG: CELEX Nor. 397L0009; 2009/14/EG: CELEX No. 309L0014), a special law enacted in 1998 and amended in 2009 now gives German depositors this formal right and protects deposits up to e 100,000. This formal law has left the Joint Liability Scheme of savings and cooperative banks untouched, however. Comparing the deposit protection schemes between the three banking groups, the institutional protection provided by the savings and cooperative banks sets these banks special incentives for mutual monitoring and controlling. The absence of competition between the members of each financial network association additionally facilitates the disclosure of relevant information. This would suggest a higher degree of stability compared to commercial banks.
The financial networks described above constitute cooperative solutions for internalizing externalities: Protecting institutions through the Joint Liability Scheme is a precautionary measure to prevent bank runs. The auditing and monitoring system coupled with risk-adjusted contributions to the guarantee funds seeks to prevent excessive risk-taking. Notably, the financial network of cooperative banks has not been affected by the severe financial troubles experienced by, at least, the larger cooperative banks. The same holds true for savings banks, though not for all Landesbanken. In particular, compared to commercial banks, the cooperative banks' financial network appears to have had a rather small degree of involvement in the financial crisis. Empirical studies reveal that commercial banks are indeed less stable than either cooperative banks or savings banks (Gropp, Schröder, and Trela, 2011) . The German banking system suggests the conclusion that the existing risk-sharing networks characterizing each banking group might act as a substitute for depositors' market discipline, thus making punishments by depositors for high-risk behavior of their banks redundant. In the following empirical investigation we intend to find out whether this assessment can be confirmed by the data and whether differences in governance structures both on the firm-specific as well as network-specific level lead to different degrees of market discipline among depositors. In this respect we will of course have to distinguish between normal times and the financial crisis which has revealed the constraints in the shock-absorbing capacity of risk-sharing networks.
Data and Descriptive Statistics
We use panel data for 144 German banks provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank. For our analysis, we combine balance sheet statistics and supervisory data with bank-specific and asset-specific interest rates from the MFI interest rate statistics for the period 2003-2012 on a monthly basis. Information on income statements is available annually. The final data set consists of 72 savings banks, 41 cooperative banks, and 31 commercial banks (including the large banks). As macroeconomic control variables, we use the monthly growth rate of the harmonized consumer price index (HICP ), the unemployment rate (U R, as monthly growth rate), the real exchange rate (REALEX), and the annual GDP growth rate, respectively. Furthermore, we include the interest rate term structure (T ERM ST RU C) approximated by the difference between the 10-year government bond yield and the 3 month Euribor rate. Following the Bundesbank definition (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2011, p. 56) , we construct dummy variables indicating two phases of the financial crisis: The first phase represents the outbreak of the financial market turmoil on August 9th, 2007. The second phase begins on September 15th, 2008 with the breakdown of Lehman Brothers, and ends with the start of the exit from non-standard measures taken by the European Central Bank (ECB) on December 3rd, 2009. We measure bank risk by bank-specific variables that indicate banks' individual asset quality, their capital adequacy and liquidity. Banks' financial strength is measured by the ratio of Tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets (T ier1−Ratio). The ratio of liquid assets to total assets (LR) indicates banks' capacity to meet unexpected liquidity demands without having to sell any assets. 7 The extend to which banks are involved in traditional lending activities is captured by the share of total loans in total assets (CREDIT , see Altunbas, Manganelli, and Marques-Ibanez (2011)). Thus, higher bank risk is associated with lower T ier1 − Ratio and LR, as well as a higher CREDIT .
Over the period under consideration, the ratio of deposits 8 to total assets varies across the three pillars (see Figure 1 ). Deposits exhibit a larger share of total assets for cooperative banks than they do for savings and commercial banks. The deposit ratio over the period 2003-2013 displays, on average, a similar behavior across savings and cooperative banks. In the pre-crisis period (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) this ratio is almost constant around 25% and 33%, respectively. However, at the outbreak of the crisis and until the "Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee" the deposits-to-total assets shares increase to about 33% and 39%, respectively. Following the "Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee" the ratio decreases again, but remains at a higher level after 2010 as compared to the pre-crisis period, with a slightly positive trend starting in the middle of 2009. Figure 1 shows that the deposits-to-total assets ratio developed differently for commercial banks. On average, deposits accounted for about 20% of commercial banks' total assets in 2003. Up to 2007, this ratio rose to almost 25%, where it remained until 2009. For 2009 we observe a sharp increase in deposits-to-total assets. Thereafter, the share of deposits in total assets seems to have followed a downward trend. Figure 1 illustrates notable differences between the three bank types with respect to the average lending proportion of total assets. In 2003, the loans-to-total assets ratios were very similar for all banking groups lying above 55%. Savings banks' loan share (CREDIT ) stayed at a very high level throughout the whole 2003-2013 period, with a slight decrease during the financial crisis. In contrast, cooperative banks experienced a stronger decline between 2007 and 2011 than savings banks. A completely different In 2003, the ratio of time deposits to sight deposits (T D/SD) is highest for cooperative banks (see Figure 2 ). Throughout the observed period, this ratio generally followed a similar pattern for all banking groups. During the first three years of the period in question, time deposits declined relative to sight deposits. Over the next three years (roughly until the "Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee"), time deposits gained importance relative to sight deposits. In contrast to savings and cooperative banks, time deposits grew at a much stronger rate than sight deposits among commercial banks. In 2009, this ratio dropped again. Whereas T D/SD has increased among commercial banks since 2010, sight deposits have become more important relative to time deposits among savings and cooperative banks. Figure 2 shows the average differences between interest rates on time deposits and sight deposits in the three banking groups (IRSP READ). Savings banks have the largest interest rate spread, followed by cooperative banks. Commercial banks' interest rates on time deposits are much closer to sight deposit interest rates. Between 2003 and 2006, the two interest rates converged in all banking groups. Thereafter, the spread increased to a higher level than in 2003, with savings and cooperative banks peaking in the middle of 2008. Commercial banks' spread had its peak about one year later. It is noteworthy that the interest rate spreads differed considerably among the three bank types prior to 2010, but that they became very homogenous thereafter. However, in the course of 2012, commercial banks increased the interest rate spread to a greater extent than savings and cooperative banks.
Commercial banks have a higher ratio of total capital to total assets (CAR) than savings and cooperative banks. Over the period under consideration, a positive time trend can be observed for all bank types (see Figure 3 ). However, while CAR increases in the savings banks' sector throughout the entire period, the CAR of cooperative banks showed a downward shift in 2009. Commercial banks experienced a breakdown in their CAR between 2007 and 2009, but they returned to the pre-crisis trend again in the middle of 2009. Compared to the pre-crisis period, the banking groups show greater divergence in terms of their CAR after 2009. The T ier1 − Ratio measures a bank's core equity compared to its total risk-weighted assets and is an indicator of a bank's financial strength. Figure 4 shows that commercial banks are, on average, better capitalized than savings and cooperative banks, with savings banks being less capitalized than cooperative banks. Between 2003 and 2007, the T ier1 − Ratio increased across all banking groups, but since 2007 the growth rate has decreased among cooperative banks, meaning that their capitalization has fallen below savings banks' post-2007 T ier1 − Ratio. In contrast, commercial banks have increased their T ier1−Ratio by a greater degree in the same period. In 2012, savings banks reduced the gap between them and the commercial banks. The Liquid Assets to Total Assets ratio (LR) is an important liquidity management tool and an indicator of a bank's ability to meet sudden liquidity demands. We use a narrow measure encompassing cash holdings plus central bank deposits relative to total assets. The Liquid Asset Ratios fluctuate over the whole sample period around more or less constant values (see Figure 4 ). Savings and cooperative banks have similar liquid assets to total assets ratios, which are at a higher level than those of commercial banks. Table 1 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the data for the period 2003-2012. We present summary statistics for all German banks and for each bank type, respectively. With respect to differences between the banking groups, it is not surprising that commercial banks are, on average, larger than savings and cooperative banks (SIZE) and have more deposits (DEP OSIT S). Savings banks have the largest loans-to-total assets ratio (CREDIT ). The banking groups differ only slightly, on average, regarding the liquidity ratio (LR) and the T ier1 − Ratio. Savings banks offer the lowest volume-weighted interest rate on time deposits (IR T D) and sight deposits 9 (IR SD), on average amounting to 2.90% and 0.84%, respectively. Due to the very low interest rate on sight deposits, savings banks have the highest interest rate spread between time deposits and sight deposits (IR SP READ). Furthermore, the ratio of time deposits to sight deposits (T D/SD) is, on average, lower for savings banks than among cooperative and commercial banks; in particular, the ratio of time deposits to sight deposits is 45%, whereas this ratio is, on average, 63% and 55% for cooperative and commercial banks, respectively. In addition, savings banks are characterized by a low level of volatility with respect to the loans-to-total assets ratio (CREDIT ), the relation of time deposits to sight deposits (T D/SD) and to the corresponding interest rates (IR T D and IR SD).
Cooperative banks differ from the other two bank types not only on account of their relatively low T ier1 − Ratio, but also because of their comparatively high liquid assets-to-total assets ratio (LR). On average, cooperative banks have a higher time deposits to sight deposits ratio (T D/SD) which, however, is also relatively volatile. Furthermore, on average, cooperative banks offer the highest interest rate on time deposits (IR T D).
A high volatility as well as a low share of loans in total assets (CREDIT ) is characteristic of commercial banks. The interest rate spread is low due to comparatively high interest rates on sight deposits (IR SD), though interest rates are more volatile in the commercial banks sector. Table 2 presents summary statistics for the pre-crisis (01/2003-07/2007), crisis (08/2007-11/2009 ) and post-crisis period (12/2009-12/2012), respectively. Total deposits (DEP OSIT S) increased across all bank types during the observed period. In each of the sub-periods we observe that, on average, commercial banks offer the highest volume-weighted interest rate (IR). In all sub-periods, interest rates on sight deposits are highest in the commercial banks sector, whereas savings banks offer the lowest interest rates on sight deposits. This is also true of time deposits, except for the pre-crisis period where commercial banks offered lower interest rates on time deposits compared to savings banks and cooperative banks, respectively. We observe the highest interest rate spread (IR SP READ) in the savings banks sector. Prior to the outbreak of the crisis, the smallest ratio between time deposits and sight deposits is found in the commercial banks sector. However, afterwards commercial banks have the highest T D/SD.
All interest rates rise on average during the crisis period and decrease again after the crisis. This holds for the interest rate spread as well. During the crisis, we find higher ratios between time deposits and sight deposits (T D/SD) across all bank types. This ratio drops after the crisis and even falls below the pre-crisis period in the savings banks and cooperative banks sector, respectively.
Empirical Analysis of Market Discipline in Germany
German depositors have the reputation of being patient providers of funds to their banks and indeed there has been a noticeable lack of bank runs during the entire period following the Second World War. However, this does not confirm that German depositors do not exert any market discipline at all. As has been described above, market discipline can take various forms with deposit withdrawals being only one (extreme) manifestation of this. Whether in the aftermath of the Lehman bank breakdown, German depositors would have chosen to withdraw deposits at a significant level, remains an open question because the federal government was quick to announce a state guarantee on all deposits irrespective of their size ("Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee"). However, this does not rule out market discipline at a more subtle level, involving slowing down of deposit growth, a request for higher interest rates and shorter maturities. The following empirical study seeks to provide a comprehensive picture of whether and in which form market discipline was applied in Germany, with a special focus on the role of governance. In this regard, we pay particular attention to the financial crisis and, in doing so, to the state guarantee of all deposits which was announced shortly after the breakdown of Lehman Brothers ("Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee").
Estimation Methodology
We estimate reduced form equations in line with Park (1995) and Martinez Peria and Schmukler (2001) . Our analysis is subdivided into two parts: First, we investigate whether households slowed down deposit growth and/or demanded higher interest rates due to increased bank risk. Second, we address the question of whether households restructured their deposits in favor of sight deposits and/or demanded a higher interest rate spread from riskier banks.
Using reduced forms implies that we estimate how equilibrium combinations of the interest rate and interest rate spread, respectively, and household deposit growth and the time-to-sight-deposit ratio, respectively, respond to bank risk. Market discipline exists in either of the following cases: First, a higher bank risk is combined with higher interest rates on deposits paired with a lower growth rate of deposits (type 1). Second, a higher bank risk is associated with a higher interest rate spread between time and sight deposits paired with a lower time-to-deposit ratio (type 2). Of course, in order to achieve results, we need to distinguish between shifts in the supply and demand curves. In this regard, we draw on Park (1995) who suggests rules of thumb based on the following arguments: Market equilibrium is characterized by the intersection of a demand and a supply function. Shifts of either function lead to a new equilibrium characterized by new combinations of the equilibrium values of the relevant variables. Given a positively sloped supply curve reflecting the behavior of depositors and a negatively sloped demand curve reflecting bank behavior 10 , we can state the following: Both types of market discipline require a leftward shift of the supply curve, signaling a behavior on the part of depositors which is intended to punish their banks for taking higher risks. Empirically, we face the problem that we are unable to observe these shifts and hence have to draw appropriate conclusions from observed changes in prices and quantities. In this respect, we have to take simultaneous shifts of the supply and the demand curve into account. Hence, any leftward shift of the supply curve may be coupled with both a leftward and a rightward shift of the demand curve. In all these cases, however, we may conclude the following: Whenever we observe a simultaneous increase in the interest rate or interest rate spread, respectively, and a decrease in deposit growth or in the time-to-sight-deposit ratio, respectively, we face market discipline in its purest sense. There might have occurred a leftward shift of the demand curve, too, though to a significantly less degree. The impact of a leftward shift of the demand curve still does not dominate if we observe constant prices paired with lower quantities (deposit growth or time-to-sight-deposit ratio). Hence this case, too, signals market discipline. If on the other hand, we observe unchanged quantities (deposit growth or time-to-sight-deposit ratio) but higher prices (interest rate or interest rate spread), then this still indicates a leftward shift of the supply curve, though paired with a rightward shift of the demand curve. In all these cases, we may say that depositors' reactions outweigh the effects of a change in bank behavior, either with respect to quantities or prices, which in accordance with Park (1995) , we interpret as a clear signal of market discipline.
The following empirical analysis uses Park's methodology and, in doing so, examines the prevalence of the two types of market discipline as defined above. According to the first type, depositors stand ready to deposit a smaller part of their savings with their bank if interest rates remain unaltered. Our argument here assumes a positively sloped deposit supply curve, where deposits are measured by their growth rates. Taking the financial crisis and, in particular, the failure of Lehman Brothers into account, this view could be considered overly optimistic. In such a situation, it might well be possible that depositors withdraw their deposits and this at any interest rate. However, even prior to the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, it was not possible to observe significant signs of panicking, which supports our methodology to measure deposits by their growth rates and to assume a positive correlation with the interest rate. Therefore, following Park (1995) we first estimate two reduced-form equations, the first one representing the impact of bank risk on the equilibrium value of households deposit growth and the second one representing the impact of bank risk on the equilibrium interest rate. We estimate fixed effects models and consider differences between the banking groups by multiplying each regressor with dummy variables indicating bank type:
with
where T D/SD is the ratio between time deposits and sight deposits for bank i at time t. IRSP READ is the interest rate spread between time deposits and sight deposits. ∆DEP OSIT S is the growth rate of household deposits and IR is the corresponding interest rate, where IR is calculated as a bank-specific volume-weighted average interest rate on time deposits and sight deposits. RISK j denotes one of the following j variables that are associated with banks' riskiness: LR is the ratio of liquid assets (cash + central bank deposits + bills + treasury bills) to total assets. A lower LR reduces banks' ability to meet sudden liquidity demands. The T ier1 − Ratio (the ratio of Tier 1 capital to risk-weighted assets) represents the degree of capitalization. CREDIT (total loans-to-total assets ratio) represents banks' involvement in traditional lending activities. SIZE is the natural logarithm of total assets and is a proxy for the size of the bank. D k is the dummy variable indicating the bank type, where k ∈ {COOP ERAT IV E, SAV IN GS}, such that Ω contains all coefficients for commercial banks as the benchmark group in our analysis. We include dummy variables for the two phases of the recent financial crisis to assess the impact of the crisis itself. M S is the dummy for the first phase of the crisis (8/2007-8/2008 ), while F M indicates the second phase of the crisis (9/2008-11/2009) (Deutsche Bundesbank, 2011) . In order to capture differences in the impact of risk measures during the recent financial crisis, we construct interaction terms between risk variables and both crisis dummies. M ACRO m denotes the following m macro control variables: HICP and U R are the monthly growth rates of the Harmonized Consumer Price Index and the unemployment rate, respectively. REALEX is the real exchange rate (euro vs EWK-20) based on Consumer Price Indices. GDP is the yearly GDP growth rate. T ERM ST RU C is the interest rate term structure approximated by the difference between the 10-year government bond yield and the 3 month Euribor rate. Finally, ǫ and ω are the error terms.
We then turn to examining the market discipline of type 2 in an analogous manner using the following two reduced-form equations. The first equation represents the impact of bank risk on the equilibrium value of the time-to-sight deposit ratio and the second represents the impact of bank risk on the equilibrium interest rate spread:
Using Park's rules of thumb implies that if bank risk increases -expressed as a lower LR and T ier1 − Ratio, and a higher CREDIT , respectively, we have to distinguish between the following cases: 1. A negative correlation with ∆DEP OSIT S (T D/SD) and a positive correlation with IR (IRSP READ) indicates that the major effect is a leftward shift of the supply curve and thus depositors are exercising market discipline of type 1 (type 2).
2. The absence of a correlation with ∆DEP OSIT S (T D/SD) and a positive correlation with IR (IRSP READ) signals a rightward shift of the demand curve which has been outweighed by the leftward shift of the supply curve, hence signaling market discipline.
3.
A negative correlation with ∆DEP OSIT S (T D/SD) and the absence of a correlation with IR (IRSP READ), suggests a simultaneous leftward shift of the supply and demand curve with a predominating effect of the supply curve. This will be interpreted as a signal of market discipline.
4.
A positive correlation with ∆DEP OSIT S (T D/SD) and a negative correlation with IR (IRSP READ), indicates a rightward shift of the supply curve and hence market discipline of type 1 (type 2) is absent.
5.
A positive correlation with ∆DEP OSIT S (T D/SD) and a positive correlation with IR (IRSP READ) signals a rightward shift of the demand curve. A leftward shift of the supply curve cannot be ruled out in this case but it does not dominate effects.
Hence, we will not talk about market discipline in this case.
6.
A negative correlation with ∆DEP OSIT S (T D/SD) and a negative correlation with IR (IRSP READ), suggests a leftward shift of the demand curve. Again, a leftward shift of the supply curve cannot be excluded but it does not dominate effects. So, again, market discipline will be ruled out.
Estimation Results
We consider the effects of each risk parameter in isolation, taking the possibility into account that depositors, in particular, have a partial perception of risk. Thus, for each banking group we distinguish between effects of increasing bank risks in "normal times" and effects during the crisis.
Estimation Results for Commercial Banks
Market discipline of type 1. The results for deposit growth and interest rates (Equations (1) and (2)) of commercial banks are presented in columns 2 and 4 of Table 3 . Neither in normal times nor during the entire crisis period do depositors or commercial banks respond to higher liquidity risk (lower LR ) by changing the growth rate of deposits and interest rates, respectively. Likewise, during the entire period of investigation, a higher credit-to-asset ratio (CREDIT ) does not lead to market discipline: In normal times, a higher credit-to-asset ratio (CREDIT ) leads to lower interest rates but does not affect deposit growth, suggesting a rightward shift of the supply curve and a simultaneous leftward shift of the demand curve. Prior to the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee an increase in CREDIT is related to a slightly significantly lower interest rate but a constant deposit growth rate, pointing to a rightward shift of the supply curve and a leftward shift of the demand curve. After the announcement of the guarantee, we observe an increased deposit growth and constant interest rates, which is associated with a rightward shift of the supply and the demand curve, hence market discipline of type 1 is absent during the entire period of investigation.
Market discipline of type 1 can only be observed for a lower T ier1 − Ratio, and this only during normal times. Not taking the crisis into account, we observe that a lower T ier1 − Ratio is associated with an increase in interest rates. Since the deposit growth rate does not change, this indicates a leftward shift of the supply curve and a rightward shift of the demand curve. This evidence can be interpreted in favor of market discipline of type 1. For the first crisis period, the results point to a simultaneous rightward shift of the supply curve and a leftward shift of the demand curve, such that the equilibrium growth rate of deposits remained constant, but the interest rate decreased. After the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, changes in the T ier1 − Ratio seem to have no impact on the growth of deposits and interest rates, respectively. Hence, during both crisis periods a higher insolvency risk does not lead to market discipline of type 1.
Market Discipline of Type 2. Columns 6 and 8 of Table 3 summarize the results of Equations (3) and (4). We observe that market discipline of type 2 predominates type 1. During normal times, we observe a higher interest rate spread between time deposits and sight deposits, but a constant T D/SD for commercial banks with a lower LR. This indicates that commercial banks increase their demand for time deposits relative to sight deposits, but depositors simultaneously reduce their supply with T D/SD following a lower LR. Until the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, a low LR led to a higher interest rate spread and a lower T D/SD, suggesting that depositors exercised market discipline as a reaction to a lower LR. During the second part of the crisis, neither depositors nor banks seem to have reacted to changes in LR by changing the deposit structure and the interest rate spread, respectively.
We also observe market discipline with respect to a higher CREDIT , but only for the second crisis period and at a low statistically significant level. In normal times, a higher CREDIT is associated with a lower T D/SD and a lower interest rate spread, pointing to a leftward shift of the demand curve following higher CREDIT . During the first crisis period, CREDIT does neither affect the deposit structure nor the interest rate.
Depositors as well as banks apparently do not react to a lower T ier1 − Ratio during normal times. This remains unchanged during the crisis.
Estimation Results for Cooperative Banks
Market Discipline of Type 1. Market discipline of type 1 with respect to a lower LR can be observed for both crisis periods but not in normal times. Here we do not observe that a lower liquidity (LR) affected the growth of deposits (see Table 4 , columns 2 and 4). For interest rates we find a positive correlation with LR, indicating that interest rates decrease following a reduction of the liquidity ratio. The coefficient is, however, only slightly significant. In contrast, during the first crisis period, a low LR led to an increase in the interest rate but did not affect the deposit growth rate, which signals market discipline as a leftward shift of the supply curve predominates a simultaneous rightward shift of the demand curve. After the announcement of the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee a lower LR does not affect interest rates, but we find a reduction of the deposit growth rate. This implies a leftward shift of both the supply and the demand curves.
A higher credit ratio only leads to market discipline of type 1 during the first crisis period, but only at low statistical significance level. During normal times, a high CREDIT is associated with lower interest rates while the growth rate of deposits is not affected, which is line with a rightward shift of the supply curve and a leftward shift of the demand curve. Regarding the first part of the crisis, we find a slightly statistically significant negative relationship between the deposit growth rate and CREDIT , whereas interest rates remain constant, such that the supply curve and the demand curve shift to the left. This indicates market discipline, though at a low statistical level. For the second crisis period, we find a reduction of interest rates following higher CREDIT , while the growth of deposits increases. This suggests a rightward shift of the supply curve.
Market discipline of type 1 following a lower T ier1 − Ratio can be found in normal times but not during the crisis. In normal times, we observe an increase in interest rates following a low T ier1 − Ratio but find no effects on the growth of deposits. By contrast, during the first crisis period we find that a falling T ier1 − Ratio led to a lower interest rate without affecting the growth of deposits. This suggests that cooperative banks reduced their demand for deposits prior to the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee whereas depositors increased their supply. For the second part of the crisis we find an increase in the deposit growth rate and constant interest rates following a low T ier1 − Ratio, indicating a rightward shift of both curves.
Market Discipline of Type 2. Type 2 market discipline following a lower LR is absent for the entire period of investigation. In normal times, we find that a lower LR is associated with a lower interest rate spread but has no effect on the time-to-sight deposit ratio (see Table 4 , columns 6 and 8). This points to a leftward shift of the demand curve, while the supply curve simultaneously shifts to the right. However, during both periods of the crisis LR is associated neither with the deposit structure nor with the interest rate spread.
A higher CREDIT , too, does not lead to market discipline during the crisis, whereas we observe disciplinary reactions by depositors during normal times, though at a weakly statistically significant level only. In normal times, we find that a higher loans-to-assets ratio (CREDIT ) is associated with a lower time-to-sight deposit ratio (T D/SD) but does not impact the interest rate spread, implying a leftward shift of both the supply and the demand curve. During the crisis, however, a higher CREDIT does not seem to affect the deposit structure (T D/SD) or the interest rate spread either.
Market discipline of type 2 follows a lower T ier1 − Ratio both in normal times and during the first crisis period. If we do not take the crisis into account, we find that a lower T ier1 − Ratio is followed by an increase in the interest rate spread but a constant deposit structure, suggesting that depositors' supply curve shifts to the left, whereas banks' demand shifts to the right. During the first crisis period we observe a reduction of the time-to-sight deposit ratio, while the interest rate spread remains constant, which indicates a simultaneous leftward shift of both the supply and demand curve. After the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, a lower T ier1 − Ratio has no effect on T D/SD and the interest rate spread, respectively.
Estimation Results for Savings Banks
Market discipline of type 1. In normal times, savings banks did not experience market discipline at all, relating to all types of risk indicators under scrutiny. This changes in particular during the first crisis period when we observe market discipline with respect to both a lower LR and a higher CREDIT .
During the first crisis period, we find that a lower liquidity ratio does not affect the growth of deposits, but interest rates increase. After the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, this effect continues to be present, though it is only weakly statistically significant.
Concerning the loans-to-assets ratio, we observe higher interest rates following a higher CREDIT during the first crisis period. This indicates a leftward shift of the supply curve and a simultaneous rightward shift of the demand curve as the growth rate of deposits remains constant. In contrast, after the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, we observe an increase in the deposit growth rate and constant interest rates for savings banks with higher loans-to-asset ratios. This corresponds to a rightward shift of both the supply and the demand curve in the savings banks sector.
If we do not take the crisis into account, we find that savings banks increase their demand for deposits in the case of a low T ier1 − Ratio. Prior to the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, we find lower interest rates, but a constant deposit growth rate for savings banks with a lower T ier1 − Ratio, indicating a simultaneous rightward shift of the supply curve and a leftward shift of the demand curve. During the second part of the crisis, however, we find no significant effects of the T ier1 − Ratio on the growth rate of deposits and interest rates.
Market discipline of type 2. Market discipline of type 2 can only be observed for a lower T ier1 − Ratio, and this only in the first crisis period.
Not accounting for the crisis, we find no effect of LR on the deposit structure and the interest rate spread, respectively (see Table 5 , columns 6 and 8). For the first crisis period, we observe an increase of T D/SD and a constant interest rate spread following a low LR, suggesting a rightward shift of the supply and demand curve. During the second crisis period, we additionally find an increase in the interest rate spread, which suggests that savings banks with a low LR increase their demand for T D/SD.
The loans-to-assets ratio (CREDIT ) affects neither the deposit structure nor the interest rate spread in the savings banks sector, which does not change for the crisis period.
In normal times, we find that savings banks with a low T ier1 − Ratio increase their demand for T D/SD (both T D/SD and IR SP READ increase). However, for the first part of the crisis, we observe that a low T ier1 − Ratio is followed by a lower time-to-sight deposit ratio, whereas the interest rate remains constant, indicating a simultaneous leftward shift of the demand curve and the supply curve. The T ier1 − Ratio does not affect the deposit structure and the interest rate spread during the second part of the crisis.
Interpretation of Estimation Results
Overall, we observe that cooperative banks experience the highest degree of market discipline. In this respect, both types are relevant, though type 2 is slightly less important. With caution only should type 1 be considered as a stronger sanctioning mechanism than type two, since we do not examine total volumes of deposits and therefore deposit withdrawals. Rather, we only examine the percentage at which depositors hold their savings as deposits. In providing an interpretation of our findings of market discipline for cooperative banks, we have to take into account that the great majority of depositors are at the same time the owners of cooperative banks. As owners they also have the possibility to affect their banks' risk-taking decisions through their votes in the general assembly. Obviously, this right is either not taken as being effective by the owner-depositors of cooperative banks or the impact of the general assembly is seen as rather restricted. In both cases market discipline remains as the only effective instrument to affect the bank's risk taking decisions. In our study we have found signs that depositors of cooperative banks are rather passive concerning their direct ownership rights but active regarding their rights as debtors. In this regard, the umbrella association into which cooperative banks are embedded obviously did not dampen depositors' fears about the safety of their investments sufficiently. In normal times, we observe reactions in particular following a lower equity ratio. In contrast to shareholders of stockholding companies, owners of cooperatives also belong to the group of debtors. Given their comparatively low share in the bank, the implications of a lower equity ratio for debtors possibly predominate their reactions. In times of crisis and prior to the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee cooperative banks experienced market discipline concerning a lower liquidity and equity ratio. Reactions to a lower liquidity ratio can be explained by the evidence that the sector of cooperative banks are net lenders in the interbank market which quickly came under pressure due to solvency problems of net borrowing banks. Notably, depositors decided to lower the percentage of their savings meant to hold in deposits, whereas they left the maturity structure unchanged. By contrast, market discipline of type 2 prevailed with respect to a lower equity ratio, whereas prior to the crisis both types had been practiced. The missing of type 1 could well be explained by the observation that due to solvency problems of major commercial banks and Landesbanken, depositors of these two banking groups switched to cooperative banks, which might have increased their deposit growth, thus outweighing any disciplinary reaction among the group of the "old" depositors. The Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee led to a significant reduction of market discipline among cooperative banks but was unable to remove it entirely. Rather, depositors of cooperative banks continued to react to a lower liquidity ratio. This result can be justified from the perspective of a depositor-owner position. The Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee is only meant to ensure the safety of deposits but not the existence of banking institutions and therefore also not the safety of invested shares. It is true that cooperative banks were not directly involved in the crisis, however, indirectly they participated above all through their engagement as lenders in the interbank market. Finally, we also found market discipline in normal times and during the first crisis period with respect to the credit ratio, though only at a weak statistical level. Notably, owners of cooperative banks may also belong to the group of borrowers. Hence, market discipline with respect to a higher credit ratio also signals existing conflicts of interest between depositors and borrowers, which obviously are only weakly statistically significant in our investigation.
Savings banks, by contrast, did not experience market discipline in normal times. Obviously, their depositors continued to believe in an ongoing liability of public municipalities for savings banks' debts. Also a high level of trust in the functioning of the umbrella association might have played a role. However, this changed dramatically during the first crisis period when all risk indicators triggered disciplinary reactions. This strong response can be explained by the failure of large Landesbanken, which was intensively discussed in the media. Notably, market discipline of type 1 can be observed for both a lower liquidity and a lower credit ratio, whereas a lower equity ratio only affected the maturity structure of deposits and the interest rate structure. This might be explained by media reports which at the time put the bad credit quality and liquidity shortages in the interbank market into the center. However, depositors of savings banks resumed their rather passive attitude after a state guarantee on deposits was announced. Overall, the behavior of depositors of savings banks might well be explained by their trust in public guarantees.
In the case of commercial banks, we find more evidence for market discipline of type 2 than of type 1. Interpreting type 2 as a weaker response than type 1, a possible explanation for its predominance points to a belief in some sort of a too-big-too-fail guarantee in terms of the large stockholding banks and a close trusting housebank relationship regarding smaller commercial banks. Not surprisingly, commercial banks were exposed to the highest degree of market discipline during normal times and less severely during the crisis. Indeed, the German government was quick to react to the impending insolvency of two large commercial banks at the beginning of the crisis, thus signaling that it would in fact stand ready to prevent these banks from failing. This not withstanding, government support to prevent insolvency does not exclude the possibility of short-run illiquidity, thus explaining market discipline following a lower liquidity ratio prior to the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee, though depositors did not react by reducing deposit growth but rather by shortening maturities. Moreover, a growing public knowledge about bad loans and a related heated public debate on their fate might explain why, at least weakly so, market discipline followed after higher credit ratios during the second crisis period. In normal times, commercial banks experienced market discipline of type 1 following a lower equity ratio. This might be explained with the leverage effect leading to a higher rate of return on equity redistributing risks at the cost of debtors, thus increasing leverage risk. We also observe market discipline of type 2 with respect to a lower liquidity ratio. Indeed, depositors of commercial banks take the exclusive role of lenders with the formal right to withdraw their loans at no or short notice. Whether easy exit can be practiced promptly, however, depends on the bank's liquidity position, and hence a focus on liquidity reserves as an important risk indicator appears plausible. On the other hand, a higher credit ratio did not lead to disciplinary reactions among depositors. Observed reactions to the liquidity and credit ratio might be connected, though. Increasingly, commercial banks reduced the proportion of bank loans in favor of activities ranging from classical investment banking to speculative engagements on derivative markets. In this respect, the relevance of the credit ratio as a comprehensive risk indicator might be put in question. On the other hand, accessible risk indicators concerning these "new" activities might not have been available. Against this background, the liquidity ratio might have served as a substitute.
Conclusions
German savers are renowned for preferring safe, long-term investments, thus providing patient capital, with bank deposits playing an important role (Größl, von Lüde, and Fleck, 2013) . Patience, in this regard, indicates not only the absence of deposit withdrawals at the first sign of banks getting into trouble; at a more subtle level, it means that depositors are not quick to reduce that part of their savings invested in deposits and demand higher interests or shorten maturities and charge higher risk premia, but instead wait and see, signaling trust in their housebanks. Patience thus defined implies an absence of market discipline.
Using a unique data set for German banks, we examine whether German depositors are really that patient and how the financial crisis might have changed a well-established habit. Our empirical analysis does not confirm the supposed passiveness of German depositors but rather reveals the existence of market discipline and, in this regard, signals a high degree of heterogeneity among German depositors. Notably, this heterogeneity confirms the impact of governance structure. This evidence continues to hold even after the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee which contributed to calm depositors of each banking group but obviously did not entirely silence market disciplinary reactions. Of particular interest are the following findings: First, depositors of cooperative banks practiced market discipline more frequently than depositors of the other banking groups and continued to do so even after the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee. Since most depositors are also the owners of cooperative banks, we interpret this evidence as a signal that these owner-depositors used market discipline as a substitute for exercising their ownership rights in the general assembly. Second, in normal times, savings banks experienced no market discipline at all. Comprehensive market discipline was present during the first crisis period but almost vanished after the Merkel-Steinbrück guarantee. One explanation for this result indicates a firm belief of savings banks' depositors in public guarantee which they also continued to hold after the Brussel Concordance took effect. Third, the lowest degree of market discipline during the crisis was practiced by depositors of commercial banks. In light of the impending failure of two large commercial banks, this finding can be interpreted as both a firm belief in the too-big-too-fail guarantee and quick steps undertaken by the government to support this belief. DEP OSIT S display households' deposits in billion euros. ∆DEP OSIT S is the growth rate of deposits. The interest rates IR are given in percent. IR T D (IR SD) represents the volume-weighted interest rates for time (sight) deposits in percent and IR SP READ the difference between IR T D and IR SD. Time (sight) deposits in billion euros are denoted by T D (SD) and their ratio is displayed as T D/SD. SIZE is defined as the natural logarithm of total assets T A. LR represents the ratio of liquid assets to total assets. CREDIT represents the total credit volume relative to total assets. The T ier1 Ratio is the ratio of Tier 1 capital and risk-weighted assets. HICP is the monthly growth rate of the Harmonized Consumer Price Index in percent, U R is the monthly unemployment rate in percent, REALEX is the real exchange rate (euro vs. EER-20) based on consumer price indices (base year 1999Q1) and GDP is the yearly growth rate of GDP. T ERM ST RU C is the interest rate term structure approximated by the difference betwenn the 10-year governmentbond yield and the 3 month Euribor rate (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) SIZE t 0.0039 0.0013 -0.9314*** -0.9024*** -0.4042** -0.4004** -0.5687*** -0.5673*** 
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